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sufficient period of grace to obtain passports ; reason-
able even to invest the responsible police with power
during the iirst few months of war to decide all points
connected with the landing of passengers in Egypt.
But to allow fourteen months to elapse before closing
the country to all persons unable to establish their
goodwill towards the Allies speaks little for the
imagination of either authority. Who should or who
should not enter a territory placed in a state of war, no
doubt is primarily the business of the commander of
the garrison, but the measures to be taken to secure
fulfilment of his instructions plainly lie in the province
of the Civil Government. In this instance the com-
mander did not indicate his wishes, and the Egyptian
Government did not ask them. Yet the chief blame
for the delay rests upon the second. The task of
defending Egypt fell equally upon the two authorities.
It was the duty of the Army to repel armed invasion,
and of the Government to provide for the internal
security. Nothing in time of war affected more the
maintenance of that security in Egypt than adequate
supervision of persons entering her territory. It was
not enough for many months to leave responsibility to
the subordinate civil authority at each seaport or to
trust to arbitrary decisions given under martial law.
Such procedure was fair neither to the commander of
the military forces nor to individuals affected by the
application.
If the number of decrees issued in 1915 upon the
subject is accepted as an indication, it is fair to presume
that the chief preoccupation of the Council of
Ministers during the year was the food-supply of the
nation. But there was little in their decisions to suggest
that the Government had profited from a period of
reflection: less to show that they had fixed upon
a definite policy. It is true that some of the earlier
and useless restrictions upon export, particularly
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